
Bookworms is about access and inclusion. Shared Reading uses the supports of vocabulary and
spelling instruction, scaffolded  repeated reading, oral discussion, and text structure anchor
charts to make challenging text accessible. Books make a difference in building Bookworms, so
choosing them is extremely difficult work. Bookworms' books have to be engaging and rich in
content and knowledge-building opportunities. Each book will help students build skills and
inclinations to read widely and deeply.

The Bookworms team used a broad representational lens within the grade levels, allowing
students to see themselves in books. Through Bookworms curriculum, students will be exposed
to over 200 titles. Students will connect titles read during the Shared Reading block to those
read aloud by teachers and to writing activities during the ELA block.

Shared Reading is the heart of Bookworms reading instruction and practice. For teachers, it is
the simplest block to plan for and master. For students, it is predictable, high-density access to
the knowledge and skills that build over time in a challenging text context. Teachers will see that
Shared Reading is a structured (not scripted) system for building word and world knowledge
through explicit instruction in and incidental exposure to words in rich context. Shared Reading
weaves a small number of structured instructional routines for fluency building and
comprehension building together every day. There is a quick dose of work with words followed
by a large dose of reading with the teacher and with a peer and then a discussion to keep up
with the author’s meaning and craft, followed by a closing anchor chart and meaningful writing
assignments.

Shared reading ends with an individual on-demand writing task every day. Four days of five, this
task requires reinterpretation of the day’s text segment. On the fifth day, a Text Connection
response require coordination of several different skills sets: comprehension of the full scope of
the text being read across days and sometimes previously-read texts along with aspects of
opinion, narrative, and informational writing. Text Connections can help teachers see how
students are currently performing and how their comprehension and written communication
skills deepen over time.



Grade 3, Module 4, Unit 1: A Journey of Self Discovery
Students will read about characters who embark on incredible journeys of self-discovery in this
unit.

● In The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane, students will witness the heartwarming
transformation of a selfish china rabbit as he explores settings he never knew existed,
meets unexpected characters, and learns to love.

● In The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind, students will experience the inspirational, true story
of a boy from Malawi who persevered against long odds to bring water and electricity to
his village by discovering a way to use wind to generate power.

The lessons in this unit work together to reinforce student understanding of the narrative
structure and demonstrate the idea that the same theme can be expressed across multiple
texts. Students will spend time examining the underlying theme of hope that is woven
throughout both texts. The texts also provide students with ample opportunities to identify and
discuss narrative elements in both fiction and narrative nonfiction texts.



Grade 4, Module 2, Unit 2: Tracking Relationships
In this unit, students will learn about autobiographical text structure and organization, explore
poetic text structure and literary techniques, reinforce their understanding of the necessary
components of compare/contrast and opinion writing, and apply what they've learned by
composing compare/contrast and persuasive writing pieces.

● In My Life in Dog Years, they will learn about autobiographical text structure and content.
● In Opinion Writing: Compare/Contrast, they will reinforce their understanding of both

compare/contrast and opinion writing structures by composing a compare/contrast
piece about two dogs from My Life in Dog Years, and providing their opinion for which
dog they would want most and which dog they would want least.

● In Shaking Things Up, students will learn about poetic structure and literary techniques
and historical content about two influential women in history.

● Finally, in the Culminating Task: Opinion Writing: Persuasive Letter, they will apply what
they've learned about opinion writing and about life in James Town in the 1600s from the
Shared Reading text Blood on the River to compose a persuasive writing piece from the
perspective of either a working-class or wealthy settler.

The lessons in this unit work together to solidify students' informative and opinion text structure
knowledge, introduce students to poetic text structure and literary techniques, and reinforce
student skill in analyzing text for content and structure. These lessons also demonstrate the
idea that two different text structures can be combined within one writing piece.



Grade 4, Module 4, Unit 1: Understanding Each Other
Students analyze the author’s craft to better understand the text. Students strengthen their
reading skills and explore character development through interaction with other characters.

Grade 5, Module 1, Unit 2: Life Science
Students expand their vocabulary knowledge through non-fiction texts.


